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Anhydrous sodium hydroxide, a common and structurally simple compound, shows spectacular
isotope effects: NaOD undergoes a first-order transition, which is absent in NaOH. By combining
ab initio electronic structure calculations with path integrals, we show that NaOH is an unusual
example of a quantum paraelectric: zero-point quantum fluctuations stretch the weak hydrogen
bonds (HBs) until they become unstable and break. By strengthening HBs via isotope substitution
or applied pressure, the system can be driven down to a broken-symmetry antiferroelectric phase.
We also provide a simple quantitative criterion for HB breaking in layered crystals and show that
nuclear quantum effects are crucial in paraelectric to ferroelectric transitions in hydrogen-bonded
hydroxides.

Beyond the alteration of chemical equilibria and dy-
namical properties, with important consequences in ge-
ology and chemistry, [1] isotope effects can affect ma-
terial properties. Changing the nuclear mass in ferro-
electrics (FEs) [2] can actually trigger the mode instabil-
ities in displacive phase transitions [3]. Understanding
these transitions and finely tuning isotope substitution
in FEs, which are used in nonvolatile memories and sen-
sors [4], is an active field of fundamental research with
technological applications [5]. Here, we employ molecular
dynamics, including quantum effects via path integrals,
to explore the ferroelectric behavior of sodium hydroxide,
which displays giant isotope effects.

Most studies on FEs focused on perovskites. Gener-
ally, the associated energy profile is a double well for the
symmetry-broken FE phase, and becomes a single well
for the higher-symmetry paraelectric (PE) phase [6]. In
some cases, the phonon zero-point energy moves below
or above the barrier level when the nuclear masses vary.
Accordingly, the FE phase can be quenched or restored,
as in SrTiO3, a prototypical quantum paraelectric [7–9].
More generally, nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) can gov-
ern the phase transition, resulting in a critical point that
is tuned by variables other than temperature, such as
nuclear mass and pressure. Quantum criticality (second-
order phase transitions taking place at 0 K) can occur
in many systems [10–12] and motivated the inclusion of
quantum fluctuations in Landau-like models [12].

In parallel to bulk and ultrathin perovskite films,
[13, 14] other FEs have been investigated, such as
hydrogen-bonded crystals [15–17], whose properties are
ruled by the peculiarities of hydrogen bonds (HBs) [18].
Several studies have focused on crystals with strong and
short HBs, such as KH2PO4[16]. In contrast, systems
with weak and long HBs were scarcely studied. Among
them, NaOH is a common material widely used in indus-
trial chemistry [19, 20]; a recent study shows evidence of
NQEs on the proton transfer rates in water solutions con-
taining NaOH [21]. However, there is scarce knowledge
of the anhydrous NaOH and NaOD crystals, which ex-

FIG. 1. The static 0 K picture. Panel a: static antiferroelec-
tric (AFE) orthorhombic structure. Na in blue, O in red and
H(D) in white. The unit cell is doubled along b, to show the
hydrogen bonds as dashed lines. The OH groups form angles
θ1 and θ2 with c axis. Panel b: AFE potential energy sur-
face E(c, θ) versus angle θ=θ1 =−θ2 and lattice parameter c.
θ0(c) = min

θ
E(c, θ) is plotted in olive green.

hibit several puzzling properties and spectacular isotope
effects.

Anomalies in infrared (IR) [22], Raman [23] and NMR
spectra [24] have been reported for NaOD, though ab-
sent in NaOH. X-ray, neutron diffraction and dielectric
constant measurements reported a structural change of
NaOD around TC ' 153K [25]. Below TC , NaOD is mon-
oclinic with P21/a space group. Above TC , the struc-
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ture is orthorhombic with space group Bmmb [26]. Both
structures are layered (Fig.1) with NaOH (NaOD) stacks.
A noticeable effect at the transition is the ' 0.5 Å ex-
pansion of the c axis, normal to the NaOD layers, while
lateral parameters are little affected. Both heat capac-
ity [27] and low-frequency dielectric constant [28] dis-
play anomalies in NaOD around TC , which are absent in
NaOH down to 6 K. Although the H or D distributions
were not experimentally determined, a microscopic model
where the hydroxyl orientation changes from slanted to
vertical was conjectured on the basis of the similarity
between the NaOD transition at ambient pressure and
153 K and that in NaOH at 10 kbar and room tem-
perature [29]. This similarity also raises the question
of a quantum phase transition in sodium hydroxide [12].
Though both transitions were observed experimentally,
the microscopic description of the transition mechanism
encompassing the giant isotope effects is still lacking and
the formation or rupture of interlayer HBs is equivocal.

In order to solve these issues, we investigate the behav-
ior of NaOH and NaOD accounting for NQEs via path-
integral based simulations [30], using the i-PI package
[31] with the PIGLET thermostat[30, 32]. The atomic
forces are computed by density functional theory in the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) approximation [33], us-
ing the Quantum Espresso package [34]. Lattice param-
eters are optimized via cell relaxation enforcing a target
hydrostatic pressure with residual stress tensor compo-
nents within ±1 kbar. Supplemental Material (SM), Sec.
A provides further computational details.

TABLE I. Lattice parameters, OH (ionic-covalent) and O· · ·H
(hydrogen) bond lengths in Å as obtained via structural op-
timization at 0 K in the AFE, FE and PE configurations vs.
measured lattice parameters for NaOD [25] and NaOH [35].
∆E is the energy increase per unit formula with respect to
the AFE configuration. For comparison sake, we reported the
halved a AFE lattice parameter.

∆E (meV) a b c OH O· · ·H
AFE 0 3.459 3.370 10.371 0.984 2.052
FE 3.4 3.459 3.361 10.380 0.984 2.053
PE 20.4 3.387 3.374 11.481 0.975 3.545

T (K) Experimental [25, 35]
NaOD 77 3.419 3.366 10.80
NaOD 293 3.405 3.397 11.30
NaOH 147 3.389 3.383 11.334
NaOH 294 3.401 3.398 11.378

Classical picture. – First, we consider several static con-
figurations at 0 K discarding all thermal and quantum
nuclear effects (see SM, Sec. B): paraelectric (PE), ferro-
electric (FE) and antiferroelectric (AFE). In the PE con-
figuration [36], hydroxyls are parallel to c (θ1 =θ2 =0). In
the AFE (FE) configuration (Fig. 1), hydroxyls at x= 0
and x= 1/2 are slanted in opposite (parallel) directions
along b with angles θ1 =−θ2 (θ1 =θ2). The correspond-
ing optimized lattice parameters are reported in Table
I. AFE is the lowest-energy configuration. The classical
thermal energy kBT at the experimental transition tem-

perature is ' 12meV, larger than the AFE/FE energy
difference while smaller than the AFE/PE one. Although
its c parameter is close to those measured for NaOD at
293 K and NaOH at all temperatures, the static PE is
unstable as confirmed by perturbation theory at the har-
monic level: the OH bending mode in the (bc) plane (θ
oscillations) has imaginary frequency and drives the PE
toward AFE or FE configurations, whose c lattice pa-
rameters severely underestimates the experimental ones,
more than usual in the PBE approximation [37].

To solve this apparent paradox and apprehend the in-
terplay between hydroxyl angle θ and lattice parameter c,
we compute the potential energy surface E(c, θ), shown
in Fig. 1 for the AFE (a similar behavior is observed for
the FE, see SM, Sec. C). The static equilibrium angle
θ0(c) = min

θ
E(c, θ) follows an almost perfect square root

dependence θ0(c) = ±
√

(ξ − c)/α for c ≤ ξ = 12.1 Å and
is null for c ≥ ξ. The order parameter θ0(c) thus adopts
a Landau-like behavior with a transition toward the PE
configuration (θ = 0) for c≥ξ.

A Morse potential nicely fits the minimum energy at
fixed c, E(c) ≡ E[c, θ0(c)]. As the HB length (O· · ·H)
is directly correlated to the c lattice parameter (SM,
Sec. D) E(c) provides a suitable and general criterion
to pinpoint the HB breaking in NaOH [38]. The critical
c value is located at the inflection point of the Morse
curve: ccr ' 11.2 Å, which corresponds to a maxi-
mum for the interlayer attractive force at a threshold
(O· · ·H)cr ' 2.4 Å. Below this value, the HBs resist
to rupture, whereas for (O· · ·H)>(O· · ·H)cr they can be
considered as broken [39]. Computed elastic constants at
0 K confirm this picture: C33 < 0 for c ∈ (11.2− 11.6) Å
(SM, Sec. C). In this c range HBs, which are the main
contribution to the interlayer cohesion, disrupt under
stretching and become unable to hold the NaOH layers
together. At 0 K, the classical crystal is thus elastically
unstable [40] for these c values.

In order to appraise the role of classical thermal fluc-
tuations, we optimized the lattice parameters between 77
and 400 K (Fig.2) through several (NV T ) runs. At low
temperature, the HBs display small fluctuations around
the linear configuration and the lattice parameters are
very close to those obtained at 0 K. When raising T , the
HBs break and reform, as revealed by the analysis of O-
H· · ·O angles and distances. HBs stretch with T and the
crystal expands along c with a huge coefficient of thermal
expansion αc ' 2.5 × 10−4 K−1, that further increases
beyond 350 K; this huge αc is the signature of weak inter-
layer HBs [41]. The classical picture thus reveals the on-
set of HB breaking. However, several major discrepancies
with the experiments still hold: first, c(T ) remains un-
derestimated and evolves with no abrupt changes, though
some anomalies can be detected beyond 350 K (see SM,
Sec. D); second, classical simulations cannot distinguish
between NaOD and NaOH and are thus unable to de-
scribe the isotope-specific transition. We discuss below
how nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) reshape the classi-
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FIG. 2. Lattice parameters a, b, c in Å vs T as given by
PIMD for NaOH (red), NaOD (blue) and classical Langevin
dynamics (magenta). The dashed lines are a guide for the eye.
Experimental values from Ref. 25 for NaOD (blue triangles)
and Ref. 35 for NaOH (red triangles).

cal picture and reconcile theory with experiments.
Quantum picture. – The inclusion of NQEs via path-
integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) changes the clas-
sical scenario drastically. First, we optimize the lattice
parameters through the same procedure as in classical
MD (SM, Sec. E). As HBs are weak and elongated, lat-
eral quantum fluctuations of H and D nuclei dominate
over longitudinal ones and further destabilize the HBs
[18, 42]. This yields a much larger lattice parameter c
than the classical one, particularly for the lighter iso-
tope: c(NaOH)=11.35 Å at 100 K, with αc ' 10−4 K−1

between 100 and 300 K (Fig.2). In NaOD, c increases
linearly from 10.60 Å (77 K) to 10.96 Å (250 K) and
abruptly jumps to ' 11.6 Å (300 K). At the same T , the
a parameter drops by ' 0.02 Å, consistently with the ex-
periments [25]. This correlated behavior is congruous to
a first-order transition between 250 and 300 K in NaOD,
though the transition temperature TC is overestimated
with respect to the experimental 153 K value [25]. Note-
worthy, the PIMD simulations faithfully reproduce the
giant structural isotope effect and confirm the jumps in
the c and a lattice parameters that could be hypothesized
but not firmly asserted from the available experimental
data.

The disruption of the interlayer hydrogen bonds mod-
ifies also drastically the orientation of the OD groups:
from bimodal distributions with maxima at ±θ0 (' 30◦)
for T < 250 K, the OD angular distributions display a
single maximum at 0◦ for T ≥ 300 K (Fig.3). The struc-
tural transition in NaOD is therefore linked to a deep
change of the dipole ordering; the distribution of the or-
der parameter θ follows a universal Landau-like behavior
as also found in the centering of the hydrogen bonds in
KH2PO4 [16] and ice under extreme pressures [43]. The
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FIG. 3. PIMD Distributions P (θ) at various temperatures
in NaOH and NaOD at ambient pressure; the NaOH case at
T = 300 K under 10 kbar pressure is also shown.

absence of transitions in NaOH is confirmed by the per-
sistence of a unimodal OH angular distribution at all
temperatures here probed, with a flat profile at low T ,
typical of quantum paraelectrics [44].

The c abrupt change in NaOD correlates with a 5% dis-
continuity of the interlayer O–O distance dOO, due to the
combined c expansion and in-plane relaxation of the O
anions, concomitant to the HB weakening (SM, Sec. D).
The joint probability P (θ, dOO) shows a strong correla-
tion between dOO and the OH polar angle θ (Fig.4). In
NaOD at 77 K, 〈dOO〉 = 3.14 Å, while 〈dOO〉 ≥ 3.57 Å
at T ≥ 300 K, in a dynamical PE state where θ oscillates
around 0◦. In contrast, NaOH shows a single probability
maximum at θ = 0◦, with 〈dOO〉 ≥ 3.45 Å at all temper-
atures.

The joint probability P (θ1, θ2) (Fig.5) of the polar an-
gles of parallel HB chains at x = 0 and x = 1/2 crystal
coordinates (Fig.1) reveals angular correlations, with re-
markable differences between NaOH and NaOD. At 77 K,
NaOD is AFE. For increasing T , the joint probability
also displays tiny secondary maxima corresponding to
FE configurations, consistently with the 3.4 meV classi-
cal energy difference between the two configurations (Ta-
ble I). The PE configuration is always a local minimum
for T ≤ 250 K. At 250 K, the angular correlations in
NaOD become strongly blurred and at 300 K the two
maxima merge into a single one at θ1 =θ2 =0 (the para-
electric state). In contrast, the NaOH distribution shows
this single maximum at all temperatures and a slightly
more elliptic distribution at low T with the main axis
along the θ1 =−θ2 AFE line. This is characteristic of a
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quantum PE [44] in which the AFE ordering is prevented
by zero-point fluctuations (larger for H than for D).
NaOH under pressure. – The phase transition can be
recovered in NaOH by an external pressure that brings
the layers (and the facing O anions) closer together and
potentially restores hydrogen bonds. The experimental
compressibility is anisotropic, with an abrupt ∼ 7% vol-
ume contraction at Pc = 10 kbar upon increasing pres-
sure [29]. We simulated NaOH under a 10 Kbar hydro-
static pressure, which mainly impacts the lattice param-
eter c that recovers its computed value for NaOD at 77 K
and ambient P (Table II). The computed volume con-
traction of NaOH between 0 and 10 kbar amounts to 9%,
close to the 12% as measured at 297K [29].

TABLE II. Computed lattice parameters for NaOH at P =
10±1 kbar and 300 K and NaOD at P =0±1 kbar and 77 K.

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)
NaOH 3.449 3.401 10.59
NaOD 3.463 3.398 10.60

The atomic distributions show that the contraction of
the interlayer distance under pressure actually reinforces
the HBs in NaOH and displaces its ground state toward
a combination of AFE and FE configurations. The joint
probability P (θ1, θ2) (Fig.5) indeed displays four com-
parable maxima around θ1 = −θ2 = ±30◦ (AFE) and
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FIG. 5. Joint probability distribution of the polar angles of
hydroxyl groups at x=0 (θ1) and x=1/2 (θ2) in NaOH (top)
and NaOD (center and bottom) at various temperatures and
ambient pressure. Top right panel: NaOH at 300 K under
10 kbar hydrostatic pressure.

θ1 = θ2 = ±30◦ (FE). The HBs in NaOH under pres-
sure and room temperature are restored; however, the
polar angle ordering contrasts with that in NaOD at low
T . Indeed, at room temperature, the dipole-dipole inter-
action that would favor the AFE ordering is negligible
with respect to the thermal activation energy [45]. In
passing, we note that pressure induces the symmetry-
breaking transition in NaOH, while it has opposite effect
in KH2PO4 [16] and in ice VII [42, 43]. This appar-
ent contradiction can be explained by the nature of HBs
[18], which are very weak in NaOH but strong in both
KH2PO4 and ice VII. Our findings corroborate the ob-
served phase transition in pressure [29] and suggest that
NaOH is close to a quantum critical point for the AFE-
FE-PE transitions, in which pressure has partly analo-
gous effects to the H → D substitution. Further studies,
beyond the scope of this paper, are necessary to locate
the critical point [6, 12].

Conclusions. – Sodium hydroxide displays a complex
behavior that stems from very weak interlayer hydrogen
bonds (HBs). Our analysis of the classical potential en-
ergy surface provides a precise criterion for the transition
from elastically stable to unstable HBs under stretching,
and locates at the inflection point the critical O–O dis-
tance. This criterion can be generalized to other layered
hydroxides, such as LiOH and KOH [46, 47]. In sodium
hydroxyde, interlayer O–O distances are close to their
critical value. Quantum fluctuations drive NaOH into
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the elastically unstable range, where HBs are unable to
ensure the interlayer cohesion, in sharp contrast with the
classical picture. The order parameter OH polar angle
distribution displays a single maximum at all tempera-
tures here probed, and NaOH can be characterized as
a quantum paraelectric. Deuteration reduces quantum
fluctuations and restores weak HBs in NaOD, which is
antiferroelectric at low T . Further thermal fluctuations
besides the quantum ones destabilize HBs: our simula-
tions indicate that NaOD undergoes a first-order phase
transition in temperature, as marked by a jump in the
interlayer spacing.

We emphasize that the isotope- and pressure-driven
phase transitions in sodium hydroxide escape classical
statistical mechanics. Neither the proton nor the deu-
terium behaviors can be captured by harmonic zero-point
corrections on top of a classical picture: the potential en-
ergy surface is highly anharmonic and sensitive to mode
coupling. The consistent treatment of the intrinsically
quantum difference between H and D via path-integrals
instead provides a comprehensive picture of isotope and
pressure effects. Our study suggests that NaOH is close

to a quantum critical point [12] and opens perspectives
for tuning the transition in sodium hydroxide by dop-
ing, isotope substitution, pressure and coupling to other,
more conventional, ferroelectrics. In addition, because of
its structural simplicity, anhydrous NaOH is also a proto-
type to study the relation between hydrogen bonding and
mechanical properties, which is crucial in supramolecu-
lar materials, such as hand-twistable crystals [48], aza-
heterocycles with wavelike topology [49] and self-healing
tricarboxylic acid [50].
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